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Abstract
Human milk banking is the process by which breast milk is collected, screened and pasteurized for the use of hospitals or mothers who cannot breastfeeding. Human is the best source of nutrition for all newborn babies. More specifically, a mother’s breast milk is the first choice of nutrition for those who are preterm, have low birth weight, and are unwell and for those vulnerable infants in the neonatal intensive care unit. Pasteurised donor breast milk is not the same as fresh breast milk as it loses certain bioactive and immunological properties. The ingredients of human breast milk include immunoglobulin and other active constituents that can reduce infection, necrotizing enterocolitis, cardiovascular risk and metabolic disease. If a mother’s own breast milk is not available, the second choice should be donor breast milk. Breastfeeding promotion and the collection of donor breast milk are linked. By offering correct information about breastfeeding their infants. It is also known that successful breast feeding significantly reduces neonatal mortality and morbidity world wise. The primary and by far the largest group of consumers of human breast milk are premature babies. Infants with gastrointestinal disorders or metabolic disorders may also consume this form of milk as well. Human breast milk acts as a substitute, instead of formula, when a mother cannot provide her own milk. Human breast milk can also be fed to toddlers and children with medical conditions that include but are not limited to chemotherapy for cancer and growth failure while on formula.
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Introduction
In Vienna, Austria, the first human milk bank was created in 1909. Wet nurses aren't always available, and when they are, they lead unhealthy lifestyles and are infected with diseases that can be transmitted through milk. Wet nursing can be replaced with human milk banks. The Boston Floating Hospital was the world's first breast milk bank, with many more to follow. Human milk banking is no longer practised due to advances in newborn medical care and infant nutrition, especially the creation of high-quality infant formulas. HIV is a relatively recent infectious illness. It is transferred through breast milk, which has caused many milk banks to close. Serological testing of the mother has become mandatory since disease transmission through human milk is now recognised as a health issue. This trend has been reversing since the early 2000s, thanks to better screening of donating mothers and adherence to procedural rules. Vienna, Austria, established the first human milk bank in 1909. Wet nurses aren't always available, and when they are, they lead unhealthy lives and carry diseases that can be transmitted through milk. Wet breastfeeding is not the only option; human milk banking is also a feasible option.

The breasts are a type of breast. Because to a multitude of factors, milk banking activity varies considerably across the globe. The reasons are usually related to economics and funding, but they can also be related to religious and cultural factors. Milk banking is becoming increasingly popular around the world. Many milk banks are being established in India and other Asian nations such as Vietnam, China, and Japan. The rise in interest coincides with big paediatric societies’ recommendations to promote human milk feeding in premature newborns, such as ABM, ESPHGAN, and AAP. All rules state that a baby's first food should be his or her mother's milk. If the mother's own milk is unavailable, donor milk is offered as an alternative. Another crucial advice is that donor human milk be obtained from a reputable human milk bank that adheres to strict safety standards.

Human Milk banking
The main purpose of milk banks is to store donated milk and make it available when it is needed. Milk banks accept donated milk, process it, and store it until it is needed.
Milk from several donors is most typically pooled, however other banks only pool milk from individual donors (single-donor banks). Pasteurization is usually performed on milk delivered by milk banks. Milk is pasteurised and stored frozen in small (100-150 ML) containers for up to a year, depending on local regulations. A processing fee is charged by milk banks in the United States to cover the costs of collecting and managing the milk. The stability of the ingredients of human milk is affected by the container, although colostrums have been observed to be stable when refrigerated for 24 hours in any container.

**Milk Donor**

The majority of milk is donated by women who have nursed their own infant for a period of time and have realised that their milk production is sufficient to allow them to donate milk while still meeting their own infant's demands. Nearly half of the women did not work outside the home, and many of them worked in the health and social services professions. The moms' motivations for donating were mostly altruistic, and they had a generally upbeat outlook. Women must not be using recreational or other drugs to be qualified as milk donors, and both their physician and the infant's physician must agree that milk donation is appropriate. The milk bank will take a medical history and blood samples for testing. HIV-1, HIV-2, human T-cell leukaemia virus 1 and 2, hepatitis B, hepatitis C, and syphilis are usually tested in the donor mother [7]. If all of the prerequisites are completed, the donor is given a supply of milk containers and instructions on how to express milk properly. Before delivering milk to the milk bank, the donor collects milk using a mechanical pump or manual expression and freezes it in the frozen compartment of their home refrigerator.

**Strategies of Milk bank**

For the collection and handling of donated milk, milk banks generally follow established procedure[7]. The milk bank instructs donors on suggested breast washing and breast pumping methods. Milk cartons are provided by the bank. Milk is frequently pooled following multiple pumpings. The name, date, and time of expression must be written on each container. Milk is kept at -20 °C in the bank. The donated milk is kept in a refrigerator for overnight thawing the day before it is processed. The milk from 3-5 donors is pooled on the day of pasteurisation. The goal of pooling is to equally distribute nutrients like protein and fat, as well as foreign contaminants. The milk is then separated into individual 100 ML bottles after it has been pooled. Pasteurization is done in a water bath at 62.5 °C for 30 minutes, then quickly cooled. The milk bottles are then kept at -20 °C until they are used. Human milk banks rely on nursing women donating their milk. A nurse screens, counsels, and advises moms who are interested in donating their breast milk about the process and benefits of doing so. With the help of human milk staff, breast milk is collected from donors using manual methods or breast pumps.

**Recipients of Donor Milk**

The most common recipients of donor milk are the following:

- Premature infants, especially infants with a birth weight below 1,500 g, because of their high risk of infection and necrotizing enterocolitis
- Infants with gastrointestinal anomalies undergoing gastrointestinal surgery leading to short bowel syndrome
- When the mother is temporarily unable to nourish her infant completely, e.g. when the mother is ill or hospitalized
- Weaning from prenatal nutrition
- Metabolic disorders, especially amino acid disorders
- Before the mother’s own milk comes in (first few days after birth).
- Premature infants are not only the largest group of recipients of donor milk, but they are also those who derive by far the greatest benefits from receiving human milk.

**Donor Milk composition**

It is commonly acknowledged that the composition of individual expressions of human milk varies substantially, particularly in terms of protein and fat content. As a result, bedside human milk analyzers and processes for nutritional fortification of individual milk samples have become popular. Due to pooling, the heterogeneity of content in donor milk is considerably minimised. The donor mother frequently pools the milk from many pumps before delivering it to the bank. The milk bank then pools milk from various donors, resulting in a protein and fat level of pooled milk that is rather constant and predictable. According to Michelson, fat and protein concentrations fluctuate greatly from one sample to the next, but that variability is dramatically reduced when samples from numerous donors are pooled. The nutrient content of 37 milk pools collected over a two-year period (2003-2005) was evaluated at the Mother's Milk Bank of Iowa. The fat content averaged 39.0 g/L with an SD of 3.51 g/L, whereas the (actual) protein concentration averaged 8.22 g/L with an SD of 0.59 g/L. As a result, the diversity in composition is much lower between individual samples. Low fluctuation is especially advantageous in the case of premature newborns, because protein content variability is frequently the basis of worries regarding excessive protein intake.

**Donor milk v/s Mother Milk**

The fact that donor milk is pasteurised, with certain exceptions, has raised worries that part or all of the protective properties of human milk may be lost. As detailed in a review of studies comparing milk components before and after pasteurisation, some essential components of human milk are lowered in concentration or destroyed entirely. Depending on the degree and duration of exposure, heat treatment affects anti-infective and cellular components, growth factors, and some nutrients. Heat affects enzymes the greatest, whereas immunological components are harmed but not totally destroyed. According to her, breast milk is one of the most comprehensive types of nutrition on the earth. Formula does not include the same types of fatty acids as raw milk (though they are quite similar). Antibodies and prebiotics included in breast milk help babies get the good gut bacteria they need for a healthy digestive system. According to the AAP, while donated milk is becoming increasingly common, there is currently insufficient donated milk to meet the needs of premature children.
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Safety of donor Milk

There are some worries regarding the probability of disease pathogen transfer because of the potential for transmission. Disease transmission is extremely unlikely because to modern donor screening and sterilisation of donor milk. In recent decades, there hasn’t been a single reported incidence of illness transmission through stored donor milk. It’s unclear if the same can be true of informal milk exchanges. Before being offered to preterm newborns, donor milk must be supplemented with nutrients. Donor milk is identical to the mother’s own milk in this way. The majority of human milk fortifiers use various fractions or derivatives of cow milk as a protein source. Although proof for that impact is weak, one fortifier delivers protein from human milk and is said to protect better against necrotizing enter colitis than fortifiers containing bovine milk proteins. As a result, the lack of benefit justifies the usage of the high-cost human milk-based fortifier. Breast milk is highly safe to donate since it originates from moms who have pumped more milk than their own baby can consume. Mothers must be screened for any infection that might be transmitted through their breast milk before they can donate milk. Each milk 9s container was checked for dangerous microorganisms as well.

Donor milk is cost effective or costly

Because milk banks charge a processing fee ($6-7/100 mL donor milk), it’s been questioned if the infants’ advantages warrant the cost. Although it is unacceptable to address this issue in the context of life-threatening diseases (necrotizing enterocolitis, sepsis), various studies have shown that donor milk is cost-effective. Donor milk not only saves lives, but it also saves money for the hospital. Breast milk for preterm or unwell newborns is occasionally purchased over the internet, social media, friends, private providers, or other informal sharing arrangements, according to reports. Donor screening, human milk quality control, and shipping norms are all lacking in those circumstances. This is a dangerous behaviour that should not be pursued. Before being offered to preterm newborns, all donor milk must be supplemented with nutrients. Donor milk is identical to the mother’s own milk in this way. The majority of human milk fortifiers use various fractions or derivatives of cow milk as a protein source. Although proof for that impact is weak, one fortifier delivers protein from human milk and is said to protect better against necrotizing enter colitis than fortifiers containing bovine milk proteins. As a result, the lack of benefit justifies the usage of the high-cost human milk-based fortifier.

Conclusion

Milk banks play an important role in the community by supplying human milk to preterm newborns that would otherwise be unable to obtain it due to a number of factors. Human milk has a significant protective impact on preterm newborns, hence its availability is an essential aspect of quality of care. The usage of donor milk has a lot of support. A human milk bank, also known as a breast milk bank or lacterium, is a service that gathers, filters, processes, and distributes human milk provided by nursing moms who are not biologically related to the receiving child on a prescription basis. Breastfeeding is the best nourishment for newborn newborns for the first year, if feasible. Human milk banks provide a solution for mothers who are unable to provide their own breast milk to their children for a variety of reasons, including a baby’s risk of contracting diseases and infections from a mother who has certain diseases, or when a child is hospitalised at birth due to low birth weight (and thus at risk for conditions such as necrotizing enter colitis), and the mother is unable to provide her own milk during the extended stay due to distance from the hospital.
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